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OUR MISSION
We provide cables and systems for energy transport and telecommunications.  
A strong reputation for performance and innovation helps us deliver sustainable 
growth and profit. 

OUR VISION

Energy and Information help communities to develop. That’s why it is  
so important that they are always available and supplied effectively, efficiently  
and sustainably. 

OUR VALUES
EXCELLENCE. Good is never good enough. We combine rigour and business 
instinct to deliver innovative complete solutions for every type of business. 
INTEGRITY. When it comes to ethics, no challenge is too big, or too small, 
 if it means doing things right. 
UNDERSTANDING. We have strong respect for different opinions and ideas, 
and a keen focus on our customers’ needs.

Prysmian Group is the world leading manufacturer of the energy  
and telecom cables and systems that make the world a better place to live in.

With nearly one and a half centuries of industrial experience, Prysmian Group 
offers the widest possible range of products, systems, services, technologies  
and expertise for every type of industry and application, also thanks to its 
worldwide commercial reach. 

With its R&D centres of excellence in Europe, the United States, South America 
and China, year after year Prysmian Group adds new milestones in terms  
of innovation and advanced technological solutions that make the lives of people 
across the world more worth living and satisfying. 

IMPROVING LIFE ON THE PLANET
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LEADER ACROSS  
ALL OUR BUSINESS
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A BEATING 
HEART

A GAUGE FOR 
EVERYTHING

BUILDING  
AND TRAINING

UNDERSTANDING 
CHEMICALS

Prysmian designs, manufactures, 
supplies, installs and commissions 

world-class cables and systems  
for the widest range of applications.

Research, Development and 
an inventive mindset lie

at the heart of our strategy.

Sensors, Devices, Models and 
Software to address  

any measurement need  
of the company.

The Group Academy is home 
to courses for more than 1,000 

attendees a year.

In-depth knowledge allows our 
scientists to identify what are 

the elements conferring specific 
properties.

“The information in the following pages 
is aimed at giving our customers and all 
stakeholders a quick overview on our efforts  
and achievements in the field of innovation, 
which is, and always will be, the cornerstone of 
our business. Our established expertise and vast 
research work have allowed us to deliver key 
technologies and superior performance to our 
customers, while shaping the future  
of the entire cable industry worldwide.  
We are enhancing projects today  
by creating new solutions that drive 
performance for tomorrow.”

MARCELO DE ARAUJO ANDRADE 
SVP Research & Development
Prysmian Group

CONTENTS
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TECHNOLOGICAL 
SIMULATION

FIRE-PROOF 
CERTIFIED

SUBMARINE 
CABLES LAB 

INFORMATION 
INTEGRITY

DEVELOPING NEW 
FIBRE PRODUCTS

Evaluating how each material  
is reacting to power stimuli  
in order to identify new materials  
and new technologies.

Compounding, mixing and extrusion 
processes are performed on a laboratory 
scale to develop the new compounds 
and new technologies. 

Fire performance tests are 
carried out at several accredited 
laboratories in our plants.

HVDC additional test bays 
are available, as well as  
heavy equipment  
for mechanical tests  
on submarine cables.

The Telecom Laboratories 
perform a complete set  
of tests, including transmission  
and environmental stress test.

How Optical Fibre plants support 
R&D facilities to develop new 
products.
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ENERGY PROJECTS
Encompasses the high-tech and high value-added High 
Voltage underground and submarine businesses focused 
on the execution of major projects, such as wind farm 
connections and cross border power links.

ENERGY PRODUCTS
A comprehensive and technology advanced product  
portfolio: Energy & Infrastructure, including Power 
Distribution and Trade & Installers, and Industrial & Network 
Components, comprising Specialties & OEM, Elevators, 
Automotive and Network Components.

LEADER ACROSS  
ALL OUR BUSINESSES 
Prysmian designs, manufactures, supplies, 
installs and commissions world-class cables and 
systems for the widest range of applications, 
through its four Operating Segments.
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TELECOMS
Cable systems and connectivity products for 
telecommunication networks, optical fibre, optical cables, 
components and accessories, Optical Ground Wire and copper 
cables, with manufacturing centres of excellence in Italy,  
the Netherlands and France.

OIL & GAS
With major production facilities in Brazil, China, Italy, 
Malaysia, Norway, Spain, Turkey and the U.S., it encompasses 
the Down-Hole Technology, SURF and Core Cables for 
applications in Exploration & Production, Pipeline & LNG  
and Refineries & Petrochemicals.
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A BEATING 
HEART

SHAPING THE FUTURE

WHILE ADDING VALUE

IN A SUSTAINABLE WAY

Research, Development and an inventive mindset lie  
at the heart of our strategy to provide customers with 
technologically innovative, safe and sustainable solutions,  
at increasingly competitive costs. When it comes to R&D,  
we are committed to being the industry leader.

We work at improving sustainability, towards a better world for all. While investing 
in R&D we forge valuable relationships with major universities and research centres 
across the globe, nurturing our skilled experts and professionals.

The way we create new products and services differentiate us from competitors,  
we reduce costs for both existing and new products, lower environmental impact, 
add value for our customers.

We employ advanced tools to validate the performance of our cables and simulate 
applications, even before any prototypes are made. This maximises the value  
of laboratory time and reduces consumption of materials and energy.

What we learn today shapes the supply of energy  
and information tomorrow, for our customers, individuals  
and communities around the globe. 

The commitment to reduce environmental impact stems from 
the conviction that this is the best way to guarantee economic 
sustainability over the long term, to ensure wellbeing and a better 
quality of life for today’s society and the generations to come. 

advanced  

proprietary 
technologies

relationships with major 
universities and 

research centres 
worldwide
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Prysmian boasts a number of relationships 
with major universities and research 
centres around the world, from China to  
the Netherlands, from New Zealand  
to Brazil, Finland, the UK, the United 
States, Spain and Italy.  
To mention but a few: in Italy, Politecnico 
and Bicocca Universities in Milan, 
Universities of Padua and Genoa, in the 
U.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, 
University of South Carolina, in Brazil, 
Centro di Pesquisa e Desenvolvimento  
em Telecomunicações and University  
of São Paulo, in Spain, Universitat 
Politecnica de Catalunya, in China, 
Shanghai TICW.

In collaboration with Milan’s  
Politecnico we devised a new “design- 
driven funnel” method to develop new 
solutions for cable systems that resulted in 
the identification of four solutions with real 
potential. This Open Innovation method has 
been successfully applied to our  
Oil & Gas businesses.

PARTNERING  
WITH SCIENCE

17  
R&D Centres  
of Excellence

roughly 1,000 
inventions

more than 500  
skilled professionals

about €80  
million invested yearly

more than 4,500
patents granted or filed

OPEN INNOVATION

Prysmian aims at becoming a serial 
innovator and this decided to partner 

with Corporate Hangar, a group that helps 
large firms to speed up their innovation 
pipelines and creates corporate venture 

teams to develop new business concepts 
in a pragmatic way. Corporate Hangar  

is in fact the kind of external accelerator 
devoted to supporting innovation  

in a structural way which Prysmian  
was looking for to further strengthen  

its excellence. 

THE HANGAR  
OF INNOVATION
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BUILDING AND  
TRAINING THE SOURCES  
OF INNOVATION

1,000  
Attendees per year

150  
Training days per year

1,500
Individuals who  

received training

50  
SDA Bocconi  

faculty members

180
senior Prysmian  

employees

It was also a major step forward in the strategy of developing human capital.  
The Academy, the Group’s corporate university created in 2012 in collaboration with 
the SDA Bocconi School of Management, offers a total of 150 training days per year 
in the two new classrooms into which it is organised: the School of Management, 
aimed at strengthening leadership and management skills, and the Professional 
School, that develops and strengthens technical skills via transfer from senior staff 
to their younger counterparts. 

Five years on since its creation over 1,500 individuals of various nationalities have 
received training from 50 SDA Bocconi faculty members, and professors from  
some of the world’s foremost business schools, as well as over 180 senior  
Prysmian employees who have made their know-how and expertise available  
to the company. 

The Academy is a concrete tool for sharing managerial and technical  
best practices. Thanks to its international nature, it fosters an innovative, 
entrepreneurial approach to business and a shared spirit of diversity  
and integration.

Alongside the Academy, Prysmian carries on other programmes aimed  
at injecting fresh blood into the company and therefore enhancing its capability  
of creating innovation. Worthy of mention is the Make It Program, which offers  
to early career manufacturing engineers a complete on-boarding and skill developing 
journey bound to the induction into Prysmian operational sites. Also noteworthy 
is Build the Future, the exciting international Graduate Program that provides 
complete immersion in the business, right from the beginning.

The innovation chain of Prysmian has become more efficient  
and integrated thanks to the move of the Group Academy  
into the new Headquarters in Milan, that also hosts the R&D  
activity. A new Training Centre is home to courses for more  
than 1,000 attendees a year.
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Multiple extruder CCV line 
able to produce “model cable” 
samples to asses performance  
of insulation systems  
from LV up to EHV.

CATENARY CV LINE

PRYSMIAN GROUP | MAKING INNOVATION HAPPEN
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The Innovation Lab addresses special measurement 
needs of the Company, both for products and 
processes, while inventing new diagnostics techniques, 
implementing existing ones in a non-conventional way. 
Such as Sensors (optical, electrical, embedded in the 
cable), Devices (external or internal active components  
to collect information from the sensors), Models 
(mathematical models to elaborate measurement 
and make them meaningful for the use, includes tests 
for validation), Software (interface with the user and 
related elaborations of the information).

A COMPREHENSIVE SET  
OF TOOLS TO FORGE AHEAD 
TOWARDS INNOVATION

A GAUGE
FOR EVERYTHING
Sensors, Devices, Models and Software  
to address any measurement need  
of the company.

The Digital Innovation Lab was created in July 2016, 
within the Information Technology department,  

as a new mean for exploring new technological 
solutions with new ideas with the ultimate goal of 
stimulating and carrying on the digital innovation. 

The new Lab mission was not that of developing 
projects but rather that of generating ideas while 

working side by side with the R&D function.  
The Digital Innovation Lab will also help spreading 

the digital contamination while supporting the 
scouting activity and the involvement of new 

startups in the process as well.

GENERATING NEW 
DIGITAL IDEAS



Prysmian Electronics was founded in 2012  
to bring innovation in the Energy & Oil industries,  
by adding integrated electronics on electrical assets 
in order to get deep information on their condition, 
and therefore helping customers to increase 
uptime, asset longevity and safety, while reducing 
maintenance costs and risks. The mission is to bring 
new technologies for asset condition assessment 
and monitoring, allowing a wide and significant 
improvement on asset management strategy.  
A full integrated asset management system allows 
to monitor functional parameters together with 
predictive maintenance information totally  
accessible from a cloud based platform.

HELPING CLIENTS INCREASE 
ASSET LONGEVITY AND SAFETY

A company designed to get deep 
information on assets condition in  
the Energy & Oil industry.

ADDING 
ELECTRONICS
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UNDERSTANDING 
CHEMICALS
In-depth knowledge allows our scientists to identify 
the elements conferring specific properties.

The activity of the Material Characterization 
Laboratory involves evaluating the samples received, 
showing their properties and behavior and reproducing 
their working conditions. Mechanical testing shows 
the properties of the materials so that they can be 
compared with the working conditions. Structural 
analysis helps understanding their behavior,  
while chemical analysis helps understanding which 
elements confer specific properties. The use of 
standard methods is applied in the characterization  
of materials.  
When it is necessary to reproduce the service 
conditions, we often have to either modify existing 
methods or to create new ones.

AT WORK ON MATERIALS

SEM LAB

Using SEM (Scanning Electron 
Microscopy) allows us to 
investigate the structure  

and composition of materials 
and gives us the possibility to 

understand the behavior of such 
materials in defined conditions.

SEM LAB
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PLATE RHEOMETER

CROMATOGRAPH

Different types of rheometers 
(plate, capillary, ODR, MFI  
and viscometer) are used  
to study and assess the behavior 
of materials in various process 
conditions. 

RHEOLOGY

We have all the equipment  
to test the mechanical 
properties of all materials used 
in cables. Mechanical behavior 
of the materials can be assessed 
in different environmental 
conditions, before and after 
aging, in order to determine  
the expected lifetime.

MECHANICAL LAB

A number of equipment  
to perform the chemical analysis 
of materials is available (gas 
chromatograph, HPLC, FTIR etc.). 
This allows us to understand 
the composition of the different 
materials and their reactions 
to the process or environmental 
conditions.

SPECTROMETRY

TENSOMETER



This lab is equipped to study 
the corrosion behavior of metals 
in various conditions, including 
typical harsh environment  
of Oil & Gas application. 
Testing apparatuses have been 
conceived and designed  
by Prysmian.

ELECTROCHEMICAL

To better understand the effect 
of the different components on 
the final behavior of a material, 
mechanical analysis in different 
thermal conditions has to be 
performed. This laboratory is 
equipped with DMA, TMA, DSC, 
TGA to cover the full spectrum  
of possible characterization  
at lab scale. A full set  
of microscopes is available  
for the optical analysis of  
the samples.

THERMOGRAVIMETRIC 
ANALYSIS

CORROSION

CHEMICAL/PHISICAL 
ANALYSIS 
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SYNTHESIS
In order to satisfy specific 
requirements which do not 
have a solution available on the 
market, we need to design  
and synthetize new chemicals  
or polymers at lab scale. 
To do that, we are equipped with 
all the relevant devices, including 
autoclaves and reactors.

We have several ovens where 
we perform aging of samples up 
to 300°C and climatic chambers 
where we can simulate different 
environmental conditions 
including exposure to solar 
radiations.

HP/HT REACTOR

AGEING

17



ELECTRICAL 
BEHAVIORS
Evaluating how each material is reacting  
to electrical stresses in order to identify  
new ones and select new technologies.

CONTROL ROOM
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The Electrical Laboratories study, design 
and perform tests focused on evaluating  
the electrical behavior of each material,  
such as oil, rubber compounds, polymeric 
systems, metals etc. that will be part  
of a cable system for transmission  
and/or distribution of electrical energy. 
The same testing is performed on cables, 
accessories, and other components.  
The aim of this work is to identify new 
materials and/or technologies.  
A challenging amount of different tests can 
be performed, in terms of Voltage Levels  
(up to 2,400 kV) in alternate  
or direct current, with different waveforms 
and impulse levels, while all parameters 
can be monitored, like temperature, 
pressure, current and measurement of 
physical properties, conductivity, dielectric 
loss angle, permittivity, space charges, 
partial discharges. Scope of work, research, 
development, approvals vs. all standards.

CHALLENGING  
TESTS 

HVAC TEST BAY

UP TO
2,400 KV 
Voltage Levels test range

AC AND DC  
Testing available 
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1 year HVDC Pre-Qualification 
Test of P-Laser Insulated Cables.
In our labs we have 3 HVDC test 
bays to perform qualification 
tests up to 1600 kV.

HVDC TEST BAY

PRYSMIAN GROUP | MAKING INNOVATION HAPPEN
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TECHNOLOGICAL
SIMULATION
Compounding, mixing and extrusion 
processes are performed on a laboratory 
scale to develop the new compounds  
and new technologies. 

On a laboratory scale, we develop 
thermoplastic and crosslinkable compounds 
for insulations, semiconductive screens  
or jacketing, for all cables’ application.  
We can also extrude different types  
of cables prototypes, in order to assess  
the characteristics of the cables 
or the materials they are made with.  
The technological hall is equipped with 
special machinery to support  
the development of new processes  
and technologies for our factories. 

DEVELOPING 
COMPOUNDS AND
PROCESSES

PELLETS

PRYSMIAN GROUP | MAKING INNOVATION HAPPEN
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OPEN MILL
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Able to produce prototypes  
to evaluate new designs  
and compounds  
performances.

EXTRUSION LINE
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FIRE-PROOF 
CERTIFIED
Fire performance tests are 
carried out at several accredited 
laboratories in our plants.

Prysmian Fire Test Labs cover all aspects of reaction 
to fire testing for all the Group’s manufacturing sites, 
with cutting edge equipment and test chambers 
enabling to test fire resistance, flame propagation, 
smoke emissions in terms of density, acidity  
and toxicity. Fire test labs support R&D for Energy, 
Telecom and Network Components, as well as Quality, 
with production sample testing tird party witnessed 
testing.

Prysmian made yet another groundbreaking  
initiative with registration of its Material 
Technologies Test Laboratory by accreditation 
agencies for the certification of TS EN ISO/ IEC 17025 
“General Requirements for the Competence  
of Testing and Calibration Laboratories”, indicating 
that the results of “fire performance tests” have 
international accreditation.

GROUNDBREAKING  
TESTING

AFUMEX CABLES
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Starting July 2017,  
the Construction Products 
Regulation promulgated by 
the EU has been fully in force, 
after the end of the so-called 
co-existence period when the 
new rules were not compulsory 
yet. It is an important step 
towards quality and safety of 
building cables that Prysmian 
has welcomed as the company 
has always aimed at setting 
the highest possible standard 
for the industry. We are 
indeed always innovating to 
bring our customers the most 
technologically advanced 
solutions in the field of energy 
and telecommunications,  
thanks to our R&D continuous 
effort to improve quality manly  
with our advanced testing 
activity.

CPR: A BIG STEP 
TOWARDS QUALITY 
AND SAFETY

TEST  
CHAMBER

FIRE  
RESISTANCE  

TEST
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SUBMARINE 
CABLES LAB
HVDC additional test bays are available  
as well as heavy equipment for mechanical 
tests on submarine cables.

During installation submarine cables are subject  
to heavy mechanical stresses due to their proper load 
and the bending on the device offloading the cables 
from the ship. This results in a high pulling force  
and severe bending that the cable has to withstand.  
We can perform pulling tests up to 100t and bending 
over a wheel up to 6m in diameter.

TENSILE AND BENDING 
TESTS FOR SUBMARINES UP TO 100T

UP TO 6M  
Bending test

HV cable with Optical repair joint under test.
Each single component of a submarine link  

must be completely qualifield with severe 
mechanical tests.

DYNAMIC BENDING TEST WHEEL
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In the field of Submarine Cable and Systems, cable 
itself and relevant accessories have to be able  
to withstand mechanical stresses to which they will  
be submitted starting from the installation and for  
the following 40 years. In order to study and design  
the mechanical performance of those cable systems,  
the Mechanical Laboratories perform a set of tests. 
They include the Tensile Bending Test, Side Wall 
Pressure Test, Water Penetration Test, Impact Test  
are also performed.

The testing is conducted according to ISO-13628-2/5/11 
and API17B/E/J, proving the umbilicals and flexible 
pipes capability of withstanding all the conditions 
related to manufacturing, installation and operation. 
These allow a very detailed evaluation of the product 
behavior, as well as providing the clients with 
confidence of their high performance and quality. 
Main testing capabilities include mechanical testing, 
with tension and bending up to 500 tons for ultimate 
resistance evaluation and for fatigue. Hyperbaric 
testing, to simulate the high pressures typical  
of ultradeep subsea oil production, applied both inside 
and outside the product are as well available.  
Electrical and Optical testing can also be performed, 
monitoring and ensuring the performance of  
the components throughout the tests.

MEASURING PRESSURE  
AND PENETRATION

REPLICANTING THE HIGH PRESSURE  
OF ULTRADEEP SUBSEA

To measure how certain cables  
and systems will perform over 40 years 
after their installation.

The Prototype Laboratory has the 
capabilities to perform all major full  
scale tests.

MECHANICAL
STRESS

EXTREME 
CONDITIONS

DYNAMOMETER

UMBILICAL 
CABLE
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INFORMATION 
INTEGRITY
The Telecom Laboratories perform 
a complete set of tests, both for 
transmission and environmental stress.

In the Telecom Cables Laboratories, a complete 
set of tests, both for transmission and mechanical 
stress, is performed with the aim to fully 
characterize the cables while also simulating the 
effect of the ageing and the environment on the 
performances. The transmission tests mostly 
refer to the measurement of attenuation along 
the cable and, in case of copper conductors, also 
the coupling between the transmission pairs. 
The mechanical tests measure the impact of 
environmental stress like temperature or humidity 
on the cable integrity. The effect of local stress 
is simulated with crush and impact tests, as well 
as water penetration, flame and fire resistance, 
vibration or wind.

MEASURING POWER LOSS  
AND ENVIRONMENT  
STRESS IMPACT

Innovation means, ultimately, new and better 
products and systems. Once they are ready for the 
market, enhanced capacity is needed at operation 
level. That’s why Prysmian has launched a 3-year,  
€250 million investment plan aimed at improving 

the production capacity and capabilities worldwide, 
to meet the growing demand for optical cables  

for the deployment of new high-speed
telecommunication networks. These investments 

involve existing optical fibre and cable facilities  
in Italy, France, the Netherlands, North and South 

America, together with new plants like those  
in Slatina (Romania), Presov (Slovak Republic)  

and Durango (Mexico).

THE FALLOUT ON OPERATIONS
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DEVELOPING NEW
FIBRE PRODUCTS

How Optical Fibre plants  
support R&D facilities to develop  

new products.

Prysmian Group Optical fibre plants support R&D  
facilities to address new product development  

and qualification needs, as well as to improve production.  
They combine in several dedicated laboratory areas, 

equipment and set-ups able to characterize  
and control the optical fibre and coating attributes in 

terms of geometry, optical and mechanical performances. 
The laboratories also allow quantifying how those 

characteristics are impacted under  
an extended set of accelerated ageing conditions  

such as water immersion, dry and damp heat,  
hydrogen atmosphere exposure.

EQUIPMENT AND 
SET-UPS FOR FIBRES 
CHARACTERIZATION



ELECTRICAL LABORATORY
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PRYSMIAN S.P.A.

Via Chiese 6 - 20126 Milan, Italy

tel. +39 02 64491

www.prysmiangroup.com

www.prysmiangroup.com/en/innovation

Follow us


